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Project goal
LLC «Blockchain Technology» is developing the cryptocurrency RACY (RTF). Basic goals we want to
achieve:
1. Scaling (usage anywhere with Internet access);
2. instant transactions (processing more than 30 000 transactions per second);
3. simple integration of RTF usage with an API (using RTF wherever it is needed: business, WEB, mobile
apps);
4. easily customizable SMART-contacts;
5. interesting and useful functional features of RTF wallet.
About the RTF (RACY) coin
There will be 100 000 000 RTF emitted (RTF (RACY) - Racy Transaction Fast):
10% RTF will be owned by the team;
from 20% RTF will be reserved (miners' rewards);
up to 70% RTF will be distributed among the donation patrons.
RTF price:
Stage 1 (from 15.05.2018 to 15.06.2018): 1RTF = 0.25 USD;
Planned funds to collect: 2 500 000 USD
Stage 2 (from 16.06.2018 to 16.07.2018): 1RTF = 0.30 USD;
Planned funds to collect: 6 000 000 USD
Stage 3 (from 17.07.2018 to 17.09.2018): 1RTF = 0.40 USD;
Planned funds to collect: 8 000 000 USD
Stage 1 (from 18.09.2018 to 30.09.2018): 1RTF = 0.75 USD;
Planned funds to collect: 15 000 000 USD
If the current funds collecting goal is met before its stage end date, the next stage will be started ahead of
schedule.
Additional emission of RTF will not be conducted. We prefer the alternative to conducting ICO by issuing a
digital certificate.
RTF has 8 decimal digits (0.12345678)
A digital certificate is issued for a donation equivalent to the amount no less than 50 USD.
The digital certificate will allow you to add to the balance of your future RTF wallet for an amount
equivalent to the donation made. The digital certificate is not an issued share, a security, a token or a legal
tender, and carries only the data necessary for adding to the balance of your wallet.
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The digital certificate will be sent to the E-mail entered in the form (step 2) on the site http://topay.io. The
certificate will be issued within 12 to 120 hours. All certificates are generated by our software complex after
the verification of the donation by our specialists.
The digital certificate is fully anonymous, you can do whatever you want with it. Any decisions of its further
usage are yours to make.

An example of the digital certificate:
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Making a donation
We accept donations in cryptocurrency and transfers in USD, EUR, RUB. We will accept any amounts of
cryptocurrency you would like to donate. When making a donation with our organization's banking details,
we bill you for the amount of the donation up from 1000 USD. You can donate without compensation, or
receive a certificate which will allow you to add to the balance of your future wallet in cryptocurrency,
equivalent to the donation amount.
You can choose the most suitable donation method on the site http://topay.io.
RTF mining
Mining is planned to be available only to RTF supernode holders. Rewards will be formed in proportion to
the pledge provided. The minimal amount of the pledge and penalty sanctions will be announced after the
testing of the network.
Conclusion
We will not disclose the technical details, as we think that such information will complicate the perception
of our project.
If you have questions, you can fill out the feedback form on the site http://topay.io, we will always strive to
give a simple answer.

With our respect, the LLC «Blockchain Technology» team
RTF (RACY)
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